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e-Dictionary, Norwegian, and Swedish; System Requirements: Windows XP and newer, Java 7 and newer, other programs, Web
space, internet connection, 2.2 GHz Processor; Language Support: English, French, Spanish, German, Dutch, Finnish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Russian, Polish, Hungarian, Romanian, Czech, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Croatian, Greek, Spanish,
Czech, Slovak, Bulgarian, and Spanish, more languages by request; Price: Free for 5 languages, US$5 for 40 languages, US$10
for all languages Description and use {#Sec8} =================== As with several other CL applications \[[@CR15],
[@CR20], [@CR21], [@CR26]\], the InstaTranslate is a relatively easy-to-use tool, which is designed to provide assistance to
translators in the process of language pair translation. As this process is in many ways similar to software translations, it should
be noted that the InstaTranslate application also has certain tools that can be used for the translation of text into other languages.
In short, a translator is able to translate a single file or folder of files in the given language pair. Translating documents by a
translator can be a time-consuming task. Moreover, it requires expert knowledge of the language pair and knowledge of the
document format. InstaTranslate uses e-dictionaries, and the software is integrated with a Web service to allow you to translate
from the most popular languages. InstaTranslate is highly customizable, and users can easily enable or disable languages. The
software can be used for English -- German and English -- Dutch translation pairs, but more language pairs are available by
request. InstaTranslate provides a basic set of translator options, although more advanced options are available to customize the
tool. The user can export the translations into a PDF file for transmission by e-mail. Multiple files can be translated
simultaneously, and additional files can be opened in the application after a translation has been completed. Pairing {#Sec9}
------- The InstaTranslate interface is simple and easy to use. The language pair must be entered in the left-hand field of the
screen in both the source and target language. The page will then check for errors in the chosen language pairs. It is possible to
add words to the text file by pressing the button labelled "add word". Once the pairs have been checked,
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